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Abstract
This paper proposes a method of predicting the formant fre-
quencies of a frame of speech from its mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficient (MFCC) representation. Prediction is achieved
through the creation of a Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
which models the joint density of formant frequencies and
MFCCs. Using this GMM and an input MFCC vector, a maxi-
mum a posteriori (MAP) prediction of the formant frequencies
is generated. Formant prediction accuracy is evaluated on both a
constrained vocabulary connected digits database and on a 5000
word large vocabulary database. Experiments first examine the
accuracy of formant frequency prediction as the number of clus-
ters in the GMM is varied with a best formant frequency predic-
tion error of 3.72% being obtained. Secondly the effect of noise
on formant prediction accuracy is examined. A fall in accuracy
is observed with reducing signal-to-noise ratios, but by using a
GMM matched to the noise conditions formant prediction accu-
racy is significantly improved.

1. Introduction
Formants correspond to resonances in the frequency response
of the vocal tract and are an important acoustic parameter used
in speech processing. Much research has been undertaken into
the robust estimation of formants. Early methods of formant
estimation were based on peak picking approaches applied to
a short-time magnitude spectrum [1]. Linear predictive coding
(LPC) analysis methods have also been successfully applied to
formant estimation and use either the smoothed LPC spectrum
for peak picking [2] or the poles of the vocal tract which cor-
respond to formants [3]. Further improvements in estimation
have been achieved through formant tracking methods which
operate across the temporal stream of formant candidates such
as through Kalman filtering [4].

This work differs from these previous estimation techniques
in that it is proposed to predict formant frequencies from fea-
tures designed for speech recognition purposes, namely mel-
frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) vectors. This has been
applied sucessfully to pitch prediction from MFCCs [5]. It is
considered that MFCC vectors are a relatively robust represen-
tation of speech and in particular, the effect of external influ-
ences such as noise or channel distortion can be reduced through
a variety of processing techniques [6]. Therefore, if a statistical
mapping can be derived which enables formants to be predicted
from MFCC vectors, the resulting estimate may be more robust
than traditional methods which are more susceptible to distor-
tion. The technique also has applications within the distributed
speech recognition (DSR) framework where only MFCC vec-
tors are transmitted to the receiver side [7].

The procedure for extracting MFCC vectors from speech
[7] involves much loss of information which is integral to the

make-up of the original speech. For example phase information
is lost in the magnitude spectrum operation and considerable
spectral smoothing occurs both at the mel-filterbank analysis
stage and in the truncation of the MFCC vector. The extent
of this spectral smoothing can be seen in figure 1a which com-
pares the original magnitude spectrum of a frame of speech with
the magnitude spectrum obtained from an MFCC vector. The
MFCC-based magnitude spectrum is obtained by zero padding
the MFCC vector to the dimensionality of the filterbank, apply-
ing an inverse discrete cosine transform and exponential oper-
ation and finally interpolating between the resulting filterbank
channels. Figure 1b shows the LPC-derived magnitude spec-
trum of the same frame of speech which shows clearly the posi-
tions of the four formants. Comparing the magnitude spectra in-
dicates that insufficient spectral detail is retained in the MFCC
vectors to allow an inversion back to the magnitude spectrum
for peak picking methods to determine formant frequencies.

Figure 1: a) Original and MFCC-derived magnitude spectra, b)
LPC-derived magnitude spectrum

To extract formants from MFCC vectors it is instead proposed
to model the joint density of MFCCs and formant frequencies.
This will subsequently allow a prediction to be made of the for-
mant frequencies of a frame of speech from the MFCC vector
representation of that frame. Modelling and prediction methods
using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) are discussed in sec-
tion 2. An evaluation of the accuracy of formant prediction is
made in section 3 using both a connected digits database and a
large vocabulary database. The effect of noise on formant fre-
quency prediction is also analysed.
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2. Formant prediction
This section first describes the modelling of a joint feature vec-
tor space comprising MFCCs and formant frequency compo-
nents using a Gaussian mixture model. Secondly it is shown
how the GMM is used to facilitate formant frequency predic-
tion from an MFCC vector.

2.1. GMM modelling of MFCCs and formants

Modelling of the joint density of MFCC vectors and formant
frequencies begins with the creation of a joint feature vector, y,
defined as:

yi = [xi,Fi]
T (1)

where vector xi = [x(0), x(1), . . . x(12), ln(e)] comprises
static MFCCs 0 to 12 and log energy extracted from the ith

frame of speech, in accordance with the ETSI Aurora standard
[7]. The formant vector Fi = [F (1), F (2), F (3), F (4)] com-
prises the frequencies of the first four formants in the ith frame
of speech. The reference formant frequencies for the training
data are computed using linear predictive coding (LPC) analy-
sis to provide the poles of the frame of speech under analysis
which form the initial formant estimates. This is followed by
Kalman filtering of the formant tracks to improve the robust-
ness of the resulting formant frequencies [4].

From a training set of joint feature vectors, unsupervised
clustering is implemented using the expectation-maximisation
(EM) algorithm to produce a GMM, Φ, which comprises a set of
K clusters which localise the correlation between the formant
frequencies and MFCCs in the joint feature vector space,

p(y) =

KX
k=1

αkΦ(y : µy
k,Σy

k) (2)

Within the GMM, each of the K clusters is represented by a
Gaussian probability density function (PDF) with mean vector
and covariance matrix given as:

µy
k =

»
µx

k

µF
k

–
and Σy

k =

»
Σxx

k ΣxF
k

ΣFx
k ΣFF

k

–
(3)

Associated with each cluster is a prior probability, αk, which
reflects the proportion of training data vectors allocated to the
kth cluster. Each cluster models the localised joint density of
MFCCs and formant frequencies, while the set of K clusters
models the joint density across the entire feature vector space.

The initial cluster positions used by the EM algorithm were
found using the LBG algorithm followed by k-means cluster-
ing. EM clustering was terminated when either no change oc-
curred in successive iterations or when the number of iterations
exceeded 120. The number of clusters, K, is determined exper-
imentally and is based on maximising the accuracy of formant
frequency prediction. This is discussed in section 3.

2.2. GMM-based prediction of formants

The set of K clusters modelling the joint density can now be
used to predict of the set of formant frequencies, F̂i, of the
ith frame of speech from the MFCC vector, xi, extracted from
that frame. Prediction can be made from the closest cluster,
in some sense, to the input MFCC vector or from a weighted
combination of all K clusters.

The closest cluster, k∗, to the input MFCC vector, xi, is:

k∗ = arg max
k

{p (xi|Φx
k) αk} (4)

where p(xi|Φx
k) is the marginal distribution of the MFCC vec-

tor for the kth cluster, Φx
k , in the GMM, which has prior proba-

bility αk. Using the closest cluster, Φk∗ , and the MFCC vector,
xi, a maximum a posteriori (MAP) prediction of the vector of
formant frequencies, F̂i, is given by:

F̂i = arg max
Fi

{p (Fi|xi, Φk∗)} (5)

This leads to the prediction of the vector of formant frequencies
from cluster k∗ as:

F̂i = µF
k∗ + ΣFx

k∗ (Σxx
k∗ )−1 (xi − µx

k∗) (6)

To avoid the need to select a specific cluster in the GMM from
which to predict format frequencies from, an alternative is to
combine the MAP formant frequency predictions from all K
clusters in the GMM. The formant frequency predictions from
each cluster are weighted according to the posterior probability,
hk(xi), of the MFCC vector, xi, belonging to the kth cluster.
This gives the combined formant prediction as:

F̂i =

KX
k=1

hk(xi)
n

µF
k + ΣFx

k (Σxx
k )−1 (xi − µx

k)
o

(7)

The posteriori probability, hk(xi), of MFCC vector xi, belong-
ing to the kth cluster is computed as:

hk(xi) =
αkp(xi|Φx

k)
KX

k=1

αkp(xi|Φx
k)

(8)

where αk and p(xi|Φx
k) are as defined for equation 4.

3. Experimental results
The experimental results in this section demonstrate the accu-
racy of formant frequency prediction. First the accuracy of pre-
dicting individual formant frequencies is examined for vary-
ing numbers of clusters in the GMM and using both a highly
constrained connected digit database and then a large vocab-
ulary database. Secondly the effect of noise on formant fre-
quency prediction is measured using both GMMs unmatched
and matched to the noise conditions. Finally to illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of formant frequency prediction, spectrograms are
shown with formant traces overlaid.

3.1. Formant prediction accuracy

The experiments in this section measure the accuracy of for-
mant frequency prediction for varying numbers of clusters in
the GMM. Tests are first carried out on the constrained vocabu-
lary ETSI Aurora connected digits speech database which com-
prises the 11 digits one to nine, oh and zero. From this database
a set of 250 digit strings spoken by 26 male speakers is used for
training the GMMs. A further set of 250 digit strings spoken
by 26 different male speakers is used for testing. The second
database used is taken from the 5000 word large vocabulary
WSJCAM0 database which comprises sentences of read text.
A set of 1080 sentences taken from 54 male speakers is used
for training and a further set of 765 sentences taken from 10
different male speakers is used for testing. From these speech
utterances 13-D MFCC vectors and a log energy component are
extracted from 25ms duration frames at a rate of 100 vectors
per second to form vector component x. Reference formant



frequencies are estimated from the frames of speech using the
LPC-Kalman filtering method mentioned in section 2.1 [4] and
form the formant vector F.

The accuracy of prediction for formant F(j), where j is
the formant number, is measured using the percentage formant
frequency prediction error, Ep

j , defined as:

Ep
j =

1

N

NX
i=1

˛̨̨
˛̨ F̂i(j) − Fi(j)

Fi(j)

˛̨̨
˛̨ × 100% 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 (9)

To avoid large formant frequency prediction errors distorting
Ep

j , formant frequency prediction errors greater than 20% are
excluded from the calculation of Ep

j . Instead, a second er-

ror measure is used, E>20%
j , which indicates the percentage of

frames where the prediction error for the jth formant is greater
than 20%. Table 1 shows the prediction error for each formant
F(1) to F(4) and the mean prediction error, Ep

Av , averaged
across all four formants using from K = 1 to 64 clusters in
the GMM on the connected digits database. The last column
of the table shows the percentage of frames with formant errors
greater than 20% as averaged across all four formants. Similarly
table 2 shows formant prediction error on the large vocabulary
database for varying numbers of clusters in the GMM.

K Ep
1 Ep

2 Ep
3 Ep

4 Ep
Av E>20%

Av

1 7.08 8.28 5.34 2.92 5.91 3.62
2 6.43 6.62 4.70 2.69 5.11 2.06
4 5.81 4.60 4.31 2.64 4.34 1.32
8 5.33 4.11 3.75 2.67 3.97 1.37

16 5.16 3.96 3.59 2.57 3.82 1.37
32 4.90 3.83 3.58 2.58 3.72 1.20
64 5.04 3.86 3.55 2.56 3.75 1.29

Table 1: Percentage formant frequency prediction error on the
connected digits database

K Ep
1 Ep

2 Ep
3 Ep

4 Ep
Av E>20%

Av

1 9.18 8.37 4.85 2.72 6.28 8.95
2 8.36 7.68 4.75 2.59 5.84 7.23
4 7.71 6.67 4.48 2.49 5.34 5.92
8 7.56 5.96 4.18 2.39 5.02 5.45

16 7.26 5.63 4.09 2.43 4.85 5.13
32 7.15 5.47 4.00 2.39 4.75 4.98
64 7.12 5.45 3.93 2.36 4.72 5.04

Table 2: Percentage formant frequency prediction error on the
large vocabulary database

Increasing the number of clusters in the GMM decreases per-
centage error because the GMM can model the joint density
of formant frequencies and MFCCs more accurately. For both
databases, percentage errors over 20%, E>20%

Av , are minimised
when 32 clusters are used. For the connected digits database,
Ep

Av is also lowest with 32 clusters. Using more than 32 clus-
ters in the GMM leads to increasing errors as the amount of
training data used in each cluster decreases.

Comparing average prediction accuracy between the con-
nected digits database and large vocabulary database shows ap-
proximately a 1% decrease in prediction accuracy on the large
vocabulary task. However, substantially more prediction errors
greater than 20% are made on the large vocabulary task. This
can be attributed to the wider variation of formant frequencies
encountered in the large vocabulary database compared to the
more constrained connected digits database.

3.2. Formant prediction on noise contaminated speech

The experiments in this section consider the effect of acoustic
noise on the accuracy of formant frequency prediction using a
32 cluster GMM. Car noise has been added to the test data used
in section 3.1 at a range of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) from
20dB down to −5dB and MFCC vectors are computed from this
noise contaminated speech. The solid lines in figure 2 show the
percentage formant frequency prediction error averaged across
all four formants, Ep

Av , and the percentage of errors greater than
20%, E>20%

Av , on the connected digits database for the range
of SNRs. Similarly the solid lines in figure 3 show Ep

Av and
E>20%

Av on the large vocabulary database under varying noise
conditions.

Figure 2: Formant frequency prediction error on the noise con-
taminated connected digits database

Figure 3: Formant frequency prediction error on the noise con-
taminated large vocabulary database

The results show a fall in prediction accuracy as the SNR de-
creases. For both databases E>20%

Av increases significantly with
increasing noise. Figure 2 shows that for the connected digits
database, E>20%

Av increases from 1.2% with no noise to 7% at
−5dB. Percentage error, Ep

Av , increases gradually, rising from
3.7% with no noise to 6.1% at −5dB. The results suggest that
noise mostly affects E>20%

Av by masking low amplitude for-
mants leading to large prediction errors. Figure 3 shows that
noise also significantly increases E>20%

Av for the large vocab-
ulary database which rises from 5% to 15.6% at an SNR of
−5dB. The percentage error, Ep

Av , for frames with a percent-
age error less than 20%, Ep

Av , increases from 4.8% with no
noise to 6.9% at −5dB. For the large vocabulary database, both
error measures are greater than those for the connected digits
database. However, as the SNR decreases, the rate at which
prediction accuracy decreases on the large vocabulary database
is slower than on the connected digits database.

In an attempt to improve the accuracy of formant frequency
prediction in noisy speech, a second test has been carried out
with prediction made under matched conditions. In this case



noise (although different noise samples) has been added to
speech used for training the GMMs at the same SNR as the
speech used subsequently for testing. This matches the noise
conditions used in the training of the GMM to the conditions
that formant frequency prediction will be made from. This has
required the training of 6 separate GMMs for each of the 6
SNRs under test. Matched condition percentage formant fre-
quency prediction errors are shown as the dotted lines for the
two databases in figures 2 and 3.

Comparing the matched formant prediction performance to
that of the unmatched case shows large reductions in E>20%

Av .
For percentage errors less than 20%, Ep

Av for matched condition
prediction is slightly less than Ep

Av for unmatched prediction.
Although matched condition prediction is unrealistic in that the
model is trained on similar noise conditions as used for testing,
it does provide an upper bound of prediction accuracy.

3.3. Spectrogram analysis of formant frequency prediction

The analysis in sections 3.1 and 3.2 provided detailed measure-
ment of the effectiveness of prediction. In this section formant
frequency prediction is illustrated by showing spectrograms of
speech utterances with reference and predicted formant fre-
quency tracks overlaid.

Figure 4a shows the spectrogram of the sentence “5-8-1-5-
4-1-8” taken from the connected digits database with the tracks
of the first four reference formant frequencies overlaid. For
comparison figure 4b shows the same spectrogram with the four
predicted formant frequency tracks taken from the 32 cluster
GMM. To illustrate the effect of noise, figure 5a shows the spec-
trogram and predicted formant frequency tracks using a GMM
trained on clean speech, when the input speech is contaminated
by car noise at an SNR of 0dB. Figure 5b shows the predicted
formant frequency tracks on the same noisy speech but with the
matched condition GMM trained on speech contaminated with
the same noise at an SNR of 0dB.

Figure 4: Spectrograms and formant frequency tracks from
clean speech with a) reference formants, b) predicted formants

Figure 4 demonstrates the accuracy of formant frequency pre-
diction in clean speech. The predicted formants follow the for-
mants in the spectrogram and match closely the reference for-
mant tracks. Larger differences between the LPC-derived refer-
ence formants and those predicted can be observed where there
is little or no formant structure.

The plots of figure 5 show that when formants are obscured
by noise, prediction is less accurate. This is more noticeable
for the unmatched prediction, although the general shape of the
formant trajectories is broadly similar to the reference tracks.

Figure 5: Spectrograms and predicted formant frequency tracks
from noisy speech with a) unmatched and b) matched formants

4. Conclusions
This work has shown that a GMM, trained on a joint feature
vector comprising MFCCs and formant frequencies, can be
used to predict the formant frequencies of a frame of speech
from its MFCC representation. Experimental results on both
a constrained connected digits database and a large vocabulary
database have shown that accurate predictions of formant fre-
quencies can be made. Prediction from noise contaminated
speech showed a deterioration in accuracy, although some re-
covery could be achieved by creating a GMM matched to the
noise conditions. In particular, on the large vocabulary task, for-
mant prediction error increases from 4.75% to 6.43% at an SNR
of 0dB in unmatched conditions. However, the noise causes an
additional 8% of frames to have prediction errors greater than
20%. This shows that noise introduces large formant frequency
errors by masking low amplitude formants as has been observed
in spectrogram analysis.
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